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Sri Shirdi Sai Baba
Sri Sai Baba, 1836-1918, spiritual
leader from India.
This book is most reventially
and lovingly dedicated to the
sacred memory of Srila
Shivamma Thayee.
This book examines Sai Baba of
Shirdi from the standpoint of
Islamic mysticism - the Deccani
Sufism of 19th century
Maharashtra - in order to resolve
the mystery surrounding the
saint. Two new pieces of work
are used in this book. First, Dr
Warren elucidates the English
translation of part of the works
of some 17th and 18th century
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Maharashtrian Sufi poet-saints.
Secondly, she includes the
English translation of the
previously untranslated Urdu
notebook, jotted down by
Abdul - Sai Baba's faqiri pupil from teachings based on the
Qur'an given to him by his pir
Sai Baba. Both of these
contributions allow us to look
into a world hitherto closed, and
expand our awareness of the
famous miracle-worker of Shirdi.
His Divine Manifestations
The Triple Incarnations of Sai
Baba
Thus Spake Sri Shridi Sai Baba
A Diamond Necklace to Shirdi
Sai Baba
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What Researchers Say on Sri
Shirdi Sai Baba
Chanting of Sri Sai Ashtothara,
the 108 names of Shirdi Saibaba,
is the most chosen and popular
way of worshipping Baba. The
Ashtothara was compiled,
originally, by Pujya Sri
Narasimha Swamiji, an ardent Sai
devotee. Sai Ashtothara is chanted
daily in Shirdi during Kakad
(Morning) Arti. However, no
attempt has been undertaken to
make one relate these sacred
names to the memorable miracles
and leelas of his grace and
protection. This is a prayer book
and an attempt to explore the
deeper inner significance of each
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name. Hopefully it will be helpful
to every Sai devotee to win his
grace and blessings.
The spread of the name and fame
of Shri Sai Baba of Shirdi within
the last two decades is a
phenomenon by itself. From 1999
onwards a number of websites
were created in the name of Baba,
the world over. In the year 2000,
Shri C.B Satpathy visited Chicago
to inaugurate the Sai Utsav in the
month of November. This event
attracted a lot of devotees from all
over the world including hundreds
of families from the US, Latin
America, Canada and UK, and by
Baba's grace acted as the seed of
the creation of an effective world
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forum of Sai devotees. It was
followed by similar events and
confrences in Sydney, Australia in
2001, Johannesburg and Nairobi
in Africa in 2003 where an
increasing number of devotees
asked me questions regarding Sai
Baba and his message. This trend
continued over the years through
the internet, till he decided to
come up with a publication that
would lend greater clarity about
His message to His devotees as
well as to those with a religious
bent of mind. This book is a
compilation of the questions he
has received over the years, and
answers to them in a structyred
manner in a style and language
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which is easy to understand. His
messages circulated on various
festivals between 2004 and 2009
through diffrent magazines and
websites are also included.
Sri Saibaba Sahasranamam
English 1000 Thousand names of
Shirdi Sai Baba. Also known as
Sahasranamam in Hinduism.
Read it once and get blessed.
The Life and Teachings of Shirdi
Sai Baba
The Spiritual Philosophy Of Shri
Shirdi Sai Baba
Life History of SHIRDI SAI
BABA
Shirdi Sai Baba Speaks to Yogi
Spencer in His Vision
Sri Saibaba Sahasranamam
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English

V.C. Kondappa Was A School
Teacher At Bukkapatnam
Higher Elementary School.
Little Sathyanarayana Raju
Was His Student! It Was
Kondappa'S Great Fortune
To Hear The Story Of
Shirdi Sai As Narrated By
Sathya Sai, One Night, In
Puttaparthi And He
Received Darshan Of The
Shirdi Form. Kondappa
Recorded This Narration By
Sathya Sai In The Original
Telugu And Got It
Published In 1944. Read
This Thrilling Narrative
In Its First English
Translation!
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"Life history of Shirdi
Sai Baba was originally
written in Telugu by
Ammula Sambasiva Rao, and
translated into English by
Thota Bhaskara Rao. The
book delves deep into the
details of the life of
Shirdi Sai Baba right from
his birth till attainment
of Samadhi. The author has
expounded Sai Tatwa or Sai
philosophy in a simple
language, interpersed with
engrossing anecdotes in
the life of Sai devotees.
Sri Narasimha Swamiji was
a lively, energetic and
studious child brought up
in a deeply religious and
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generous atmosphere.
Later, he became a leading
lawyer, politician and a
person of social eminence.
A tragedy in the family
acted as a turning point,
as he left the warmth and
security of his home. His
quest lasted for more than
eleven years until he went
to Shirdi to obtain a
'darshan' of Sai Baba's
samadhi. It was that
historic day, 29th August
1936, which changed the
course of his life. Sai
Baba took possession of
Narasimha Swamiji. He
became an evangelist and
spread the message of Sai
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Baba all over the country.
As long as Sai Baba's name
is there in this universe,
Narasimha Swamiji will be
remembered, with reverence
and faith.
My Life with Sri Shirdi
Sai Baba
New Light on Sri Shirdi
Sai Baba
Thrilling Memories of
Shivamma Thayee
Apostle of Shirdi Sai Baba
Sri Shirdi Sai Baba, Sri
Sathya Sai Baba & Future
Prema Sai Baba
This unique book provides
comprehensive profiles of the three great
incarnations of Sai Baba Shirdi Sai
Baba(1858-1918), Sathya Sai Baba
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(1926-2011) and the future Sri Prema Sai
Baba whose advent in the present
century has been prophesied. They carry
the triple message of work, worship and
wisdom. Shirdi Sai Baba laid the base for
secular integration and gave the message
of duty as work, Sathya Sai Babas mission
was to make every one realize that the
same God resides in everyone. The
future Prema Sai Baba will promote the
evangelic news that not only God resides
in everyone but everyone is GOD. The
special features of this book are: It
presents research based new information
on the first two Incarnations which will
enable readers understand their lives,
messages, miracles, and their status and
unique roles as prophets --harbingers of
the New Age Spirituality. It presents the
thrilling future scenario of Prema Sai
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Babas divine life as revealed by Sathya Sai
Baba to his closest devotee Vasantha Sai
who has been assured that she would be
his wife Prema when he incarnates as
Raja who would later be known as Prema
Sai Baba and the mother of their only
son Rama. This book clears the
prevailing confusion about Prema Sai
Baba and gives a microscopic view of the
New Age Spirituality.
Who was Shirdi Sai Baba? Baba lived all
his adult life in Shirdi, a small village in
India. To the unknowing, He seemed a
simple beggar, dressed in torn clothes,
having no need for any material item.
Claiming neither the Hindu nor Muslim
religion, nor any religion. He lived in an
abandoned Mosque with no roof and
every day took his food from a few
people, making his rounds with his
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begging bowl, door to door. What really
was happening; He was burning the
karmas of everyone who came to Him,
in the dhuni (Divine Fire) Baba kept
burning at all times. Healing and giving
guidance on every level. Hundreds of
thousands of miracles are attributed to
Him in His life and they have multiplied
now after His Mahasamadhi. Baba left
His physical form in 1918, but his Divine
Energy and Intention and Power is
always available and at work in the
world. The Shri Sai Satcharitra is a
discourse based on experiences Baba's
devotees had with Him during His life
on earth. It is said that Shirdi Sai Baba
caused it to be written through Shri Anna
Saheb Dabholkar - Hemadpant - by
giving inner motivation to him. Baba had
clearly told him: "I Myself write my own
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life. Hearing My stories and teachings
will create faith in devotees' hearts and
they will easily get self-realization and
bliss...." Every chapter is a mixture of
philosophy, anecdotes, and teachings.
His book is akin to the Vedas for Sai's
devotees." To many people, The Divine
Truth imparted by this book is even
greater than the knowledge contained in
the Vedas and the Gita, because all the
characters and events in it are real and
authentic and have been recorded in
detail by many devotees. We have
attempted to remain true to N.V.
Gunaji's original English translation.
While some of the sentence structure
and references may be slightly obscure
for the Western reader, what is clear is
that since the original English translation
by N.V. Gunaji was published, that it has
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in its unaltered state, been a core
component of the spread of knowledge
and devotion to Shirdi Sai Baba in the
English-speaking world. To help the
reader with some of the obscure Hindi
words and references in the Satcharitra,
we have added an extensive Glossary.
This book tells the life story of the Baba
legendary Indian saint Shirdi Sai Baba,
through the words of Sri Kaleshwar, one
of India's most highly respected spiritual
leaders. It shares the deep hidden
meaning of this great soul's divine life
and actions. Sri Kaleshwar says, "In my
meditation visions, I saw the major
things Baba did in his life, like a movie.
Any person can see a soul's life through
the power channels. He was a simple
character, enjoying the divine fragrance
of his life. It's one of the best divine
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stories ever written. It's a blockbuster
movie." Living as an outcast on the
outskirts of Shirdi for eighteen years
before spending the rest of his life in a
dilapidated temple he named
Dwarkamai, Shirdi Sai Baba lived as a
simple beggar while performing
miraculous healings and taking the pain
and suffering of the whole globe. "I am
Grandfather to all people," he said,
"Whoever calls me heartfully, I am there.
I will take care of you wherever you are."
Shirdi Baba's life demonstrated the unity
of all religions. No one knew which
religion he belonged to. He was revered
by Hindus, Muslims and Christians
alike. He said, "All human beings are
one. Our religion is humanity, God is
one."
Incarnation of God
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Sri Shirdi Sai Baba--The Unique Prophet
Of Integration
Shirdi Sai The Supreme
Shri Sai Satcharitra

Sri Shirdi Sai Baba (1838–1918)
was the first Sai Avatar
(incarnation) in the Sai Trinity.
His name and fame have been
spreading like wildfire throughout
the world. He is venerated and
worshipped by billions of
inhabitants on this planet. His life
as a Sufi fakir, simple yet
penetrating teachings, countless
astounding miracles, blessings to
everyone who simply chant His
name, "Sai" and His great impact
as the unique Jagat Guru
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(Universal Master) are duly
acknowledged by billions of
people from all races, religions,
cultures and nations. Many
Shirdi Sai Baba temples have
been built not only in India, but
also in many foreign countries
like the UK, USA, Russia, Africa,
Mauritius and eastern countries.
Almost fifty-eight websites and
twelve journals propagate His
name. Still, most Sai devotees in
the world do not know many
crucial facts about Him. The
book contains valuable
information about prominent
Shirdi Sai organizations, web
sites, temples and books.
Contributed articles on the life
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and teachings of Sri Sai Baba,
1836-1918, mystic saint of India.
This is a research-based book
on the divine life, teachings, spirit
messages, and contributions of
Sri Shirdi Sai Baba (18381918),
the renowned Sufi saint of India.
It highlights his importance as
the 'Jagat Guru (Universal
Master) whose teachings and
messages elevate all people
spiritually and morally and unite
them. His main teachings are
Allah (God) is one who is the
sole master of all; the same
'atma'(soul) is in every creature;
everyone is linked to others
according to ones past actions
and Rinanubandh (bond of give
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and take), and so one must be
kind, compassionate, and helpful
to all those who come in this life.
He is now the supreme
ascended master. He appears
before people who earnestly
remember him, in their dreams
or in any other person's form to
guide, inspire, save, and help
them to solve their problems
instantly. His Dwarka Mai masjid
(mosque) and samadhi Mandir
temple in Shirdi are well-known
to billons of people of all
regligions and cultures and are
visited by thousands of people
daily and by even more than
hundred thousand pilgrims from
all lovers of the world to seek his
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grace. This book was written by
the devotee author as desired by
the spirit of Sri Shirdi Sai Baba
communicated to Sri Lakshman
Swami, founder, Adi
Sankarachrya and Dattratreya
Adhyatmic Bhakti Mandli,
Bangalore in 1992 and was
blessed by Shivamma Thyayee
of Roopen Agraha, Bangalore,
who was then the only surviving
102-year-old contemporary
devotee of Sri Shirdi Sai Baba
and by Sri Shivnesh Swami of
Shirdi. It has been one of the
most popular books on Sri Shirdi
Sai Baba since then. This
revised and updated new edition
provides valuable information on
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prominent Shirdi Sai temples,
organizations, journals, and
websites in the world. It will
enlighten and spiritually uplift the
readers belonging to all religions,
cultures, and nations.
Miracles and Teachings of Sai
Baba
The Divine Glory Of Sri Shirdi
Sai Baba
Sri Narasimha Swami: Apostle of
Shirdi Sai Baba
Sri Sai Sat Charita for Kids
(thrilling Memories of Shivamma
Thayee, 102 Years Old Lady, the
Only Surviving Direct Devotee of
Sri Shirdi Sai Baba)
Translated from original Marathi
by Indira Kher, this work is a
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verse composition containing the
known facts about Shri Sai
Baba's life at Shirdi, and also his
teachings seeks to meet a longfelt need. This is the Bible of Sai
devotes in every sense of the
term, In it's veracity, sanctity,
faith and devotion that it inspires
and the deep satisfaction, a
sense of fulfilment that it brings
to the devotee, it has no equal.
Its sanctity derives from the fact
that its idea was conceived
during Baba's lifetime and with
his blessings and express
permission. For those unaware
of Shri Sai Satcharita it is
necessary to add that in the
original it runs into 53 chapters
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and contains over 9,000 verses.
Every chapter has a judicious
mixture of philosophy, stories
and anecdotes along with the
Baba's teachings.
Sri Narasimha Swamiji was a
lively, energetic and studious
child brought up in a deeply
religious and generous
atmosphere. Later, he became a
leading lawyer, politician and a
person of social eminence. A
tragedy in the family acted as a
turning point, as he left the
warmth and security of his home.
His quest lasted for more than
eleven years until he went to
Shirdi to obtain a ‘darshan’ of
Sai Baba’s samadhi. It was that
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historic day, 29th August 1936,
which changed the course of his
life. Sai Baba took possession of
Narasimha Swamiji. He became
an evangelist and spread the
message of Sai Baba all over the
country. As long as Sai Baba’s
name is there in this universe,
Narasimha Swamiji will be
remembered, with reverence and
faith.
This book is based on in-depth
research that triangulates
information from several primary
sources, to provide hitherto
unknown facts about Sai Baba,
village Shirdi and some of the
people who visited it during the
late 19th and early 20th
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centuries. It not only adds to the
repository of knowledge about
this great saint of India and the
role that he played in the context
of protecting his devotees during
India’s struggle for freedom, but
additionally provides new
insights by raising questions and
seeking answers through
analysis of rare documents
drawn from the National
Archives, police records and
diaries pertaining to that time as
well as reviewing personal
documents and literature in
different languages. Written in
Chicago-style Citation, it
contains nine chapters dealing
with different aspects of Sai
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Baba’s life in Shirdi. The book
has several rare documents and
photographs of Shirdi Sai Baba
and his devotees as well as
compositions of Shirdi of that
time. A glossary is provided at
the end of the book for ease of
reference. The book will be a
valuable asset not just for all
those who are devotees of Sai
Baba and other Sadgurus, but
also for students and
academicians who have an
interest in India’s culture and
history and in the means used by
the British to understand and
control developments in different
parts of the country.
May I Answer
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Blessings and Teachings
Sri Narasimha Swami
Unique Spiritual Philosophy of
Sri Shirdi Sai Baba
The Divine Grace of Sri Shirdi
Sai Baba

What Researchers Say on Sri Shirdi Sai
BabaM.D. Publications Pvt. Ltd.
This research monograph is a unique
addition to the existing literature on Sri
Shirdi Sai Baba, who lived a humble life
and taught the basics of spirituality and
morality to the devotees through his many
miracles, revelations of their past birhts,
simple yet penetrating teachings, stories
and thrilling parables.
Shirdi Sai Baba had said, 'I am immortal,
know this truth. And forever get
experiences of my immortality. . . Even if I
cast off this mortal body, nevertheless I
will come running to the aid of my
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devotees.' Since then, he has kept his
promise by appearing in a physical form
before his devotees time and again,
whenever the need arises, to provide
succour, comfort and guidance. This book
narrates the experiences of those blessed
devotees who had the privilege of meeting
Sai Baba, and those who had the good
fortune of receiving a divine vision of
Baba either in his physical form or in a
dream, or of hearing his voice.
Baba
The Wonderful Life and Teachings of
Shirdi Sai Baba
Unravelling the Enigma Shirdi Sai Baba
in the Light of Sufism
Gifts of Sri Shirdi Sai Baba
Sai's Story

Sri Shirdi Sai Baba
(18381918), the first
one in the trinity of
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Sai Baba Avatars
(incarnations), was the
incarnation of Lord
Shiva. He led the life
of an ideal Sufi
saintbegging for alms;
helping all, teaching
the basics of morality
and spirituality in his
typical rural, rustic,
simple, and lively
manner, telling true
stories of many births
of his devotees and
other creatures, and by
his very brief and heartpenetrating comments and
pieces of advice. He
taught all to believe in
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God, who is omnipotent,
omnipresent, and
omniscient, and the One
Malik (Master) of all
and who is present in
every creature. Gods
grace can be achieved by
anyone by earnestly
remembering Him; by
being moral, kind, and
loving to all creatures,
and by doing ones duties
honestly and sincerely.
Sai Baba always gave
genuine assurances to
those who called upon
him for his miraculous
grace and helped the
distressed ones
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instantly. It is a wellknown fact that Sri
Shirdi Sai Babas grace
is being experienced by
countless people
throughout the world,
but only a few of such
incidents are published
in Sai journals and on
the Internet. This book
is a collection of
invaluable articles on
Sri Shirdi Sai Babas
legendary grace and
thrilling record of over
two hundred testimonies
of post-Samadhi period
(after 1918 till now)
beneficiaries of his
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grace. His temples are
in India, USA, UK,
Canada, China, South
Africa, Mauritius, and
many countries.
Thousands of pilgrims
visit daily his Dwarka
Mai Masjid and Samadhi
Mandir in Shirdi (India)
and Sai temples in their
countries daily to
obtain his gracious
help. All those who are
eager to receive Sri
Shirdi Babas divine
grace for getting
instant solution of and
relief in their problems
and seek proper guidance
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shall find this book a
boon.
SHIRDI sAI SPEAKS TO
YOGI SPENCER IN VISION
presents Research-based
compressive profile of
Shirdi Sai Avatar
(1838-1918) His
greatness and unique
importance as prophet of
secularism, integration
and global harmony in
the new age for the
mankind. His
contemporary saints and
their interactions with
him. How the benevolent
Shirdi Baba being all
gods rolled into One
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protects and helps all
those in the world who
remember him Brief
Profiles of Spiritual
Masters Rishi Ram Ram
and Swami Amritanandji
the two Spirit Guides of
the world. Authors
memorable Interviews
with two great women
closely associated with
Shirdi Sai: - 95 year
old Baba Patti of Madras
who was Shirdi Sais
mother Devagiammas
reincarnation as
revealed by thousands of
years old ancient sage
Augustya munis naadi
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(Palm leaf records) of
future predictions of
every human being in the
world. - 102 year old
Sai devotee Shivamma
Thayee of Bangalore who
had seen Shirdi Sai Baba
many times during 1904
-1917 and witnessed his
amazing miracles. Shirdi
Sai As God and His 77
rare discourses on
Spirituality dictated to
His chosen spiritual
trainee Yogi Minocher
K.Spencer in 1952-53.
The Universal Master
Grace of Sri Shirdi Sai
Baba
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A Comprehensive and
Uptodate Research- Based
Profile
Rare Messages From Shri
Shirdi Sai Baba As God
Sri Shirdi Sai Baba
Avatar
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